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An Opening Takeout double shows: 
 

 3 or 4 cards in the unbid suits (usually 4 in the unbid majors) 

 2 cards or less in the doubled suit 

o exception: offshape double 

 18 high card points allow one to correct 

 Otherwise a pass and an apology are needed. 

 12 or more high card points or really good shape, then 11 with a singleton or 

10 with a void. 

 9 to 11 HCP’s by a passed hand with good shape 

 

A Rule of Thumb:  

When the difference in length of the suits shown by the double is less than two, 

then you have the correct shape to double with minimum points. 

 

  



Responses to a Takeout Double 
 

You cannot confuse a hand with points and a hand without points. They must have 

different bids. When RHO passes, you have to bid with nothing. WIth points, you 

jump or cuebid. 

  

1 Dbl P ??? 

 

     simplest bid  0-7  

     single jump  8-12 

2 (cuebid)  12+ or 8+ (pick a major) 

 

12+ is a good twelve or any hand that would open in first or second seat. When 

partner doubles and a player also has an opener, that player must make sure the 

partnership gets to game. 

 

Opener + Opener    =   Game (3NT or 4M) 

 

 

When RHO bids, you make a free bid with something (5+ and good fit or more than 

one fit) and pass with nothing.  You are off the hook.  

 

When RHO redoubles, you still must bid unless you have the exact same length in 

every unbid suit, then you make a pass demanding partner to bid. Bidding over a 

redouble shows no values. 

 

1 Dbl 1 ??? 

 

     Pass   0-7 

     simplest bid  5-8 (bad 8)  

     single jump  8-12 

2 (cuebid)  13+ or 8+ (pick a major) 

 



Example 1: Do Not Give the Weak Response with an Opener 

 

This hand occurred at my Monday KJBC. When East doubles, West must get to 

game. 

 

North Dealer East West Vulnerable     

 

96   AKQ10985   K8   107 

 

AK104  42   A1063   K98  Q732   J   Q9742   AQ6 

 

J85   763   J5   J5432 

 

 W N E S 

  1 dbl P 

 1 3 P P 

 4 all pass  

       

The above bidding is how West would bid with 0 to 7. East has described his hand. 

West cannot ask East, “Are you sure you have a double?” 

 

The bidding should go as follows. 

 

 W N E S 

  1 dbl P 

 2 3 P P 

 4 all pass  

 

  



Example 2: Partner Wants to Hear the Major 
 

North Dealer N-S vul. 

 

A6   AQ75   84   KJ1097 

 

K1094  4   KQ10763   82  Q732   J1098   AJ2   A6 

 

J85   K632   95   Q543 

 

 W N E S 

  1 dbl P!! 

 2 P P 3 

 3 P 3 all pass  

 

Spades are played by small to the Queen then small to the 10. 3 makes +170 

because six-four hands with a double fit are powerful. There is also little wasted in 

West’s short suits. 

 

 

Example 3: Cannot Pass with Nothing 
 

North Dealer N-S vul. 

 

AQ6   AQ75   K4   K1097 

 

1094  4   763   Q86543  KJ32   J1098   AJ102   A 

 

875   K632   Q985   J2 

 

 W N E S 

  1 dbl P!! 

 1 all pass 



Rule of 9 
 

This rule determines when a player can leave a takeout double in for penalty. 

Conversion happens when the length of the suit + Number of Honours (10 or 

higher) + Level is nine or more. 

 

West adds 6+1+1=8. Therefore, he must bid. Partner cannot have five spades but 

could have five diamonds. Plus, the lower the bidding, the more likely someone may 

bid. Furthermore, partner may jump to 4 but is more unlikely to raise the diamond 

bid. 

 

Some will gamble that partner not opponent has a big hand and try 1 doubled. The 

way the cards are, North will bid 1. 

 

 W N E S 

  1 dbl P!! 

 P 1 all pass 

 

North bidding 1NT when partner is a passed hand shows 18 to 19. He does not 

bid 1NT here because that is a harder contract than 1. 

 

 

Example 4: When Five-Four, Bid not Double 
 

North Dealer N-S vul. 

 

A64   KJ   K754   K1097 

 

Q1095  74   A632   Q86  KJ32   AQ1098   J10   A2 

 

87   6532   Q98   J543 

 

 



 W N E S 

  1 1 P 

 1 P 2 all pass 

 

Should West have five spades? Of course not. 

 

 

Example 5: Off-Shape Doubles are a No-No 
 

North Dealer N-S vul. 

 

A64   KJ   K754   K1097 

 

Q1095  874   A63   Q86  KJ32   AQ109   J102   A2 

 

87   6532   Q98   J543 

 

 W N E S 

  1 P P 

 dbl P 2 P 

 2 P 3 all pass 

 

We do not let the opponents play at the one-level or two-

level unless we are long (4+) in their suit. 

 
East cannot double because he has two-cards or fewer in an unbid suit. West keeps 

the bidding open and East cuebids showing a full opener. West is happy to play 3 

for likely +200 because North is end-played on the opening lead. 

  



Strong Hands 
1NT overcall is 15-18 

o a double followed by  1NT is 19-20 

o a double followed by  2NT is 21-22 

o a double followed by  3NT is 23+ 

 

A double also shows: 

 Strong Hand (18+ high card points) 

 A very strong hand (20+ high card points) 

o Double then cuebid 

 

Simple Overcall 

 7 (one-level not vulnerable) to 17 

 10 (one-level vulnerable) to 17 

 Two level full opening and a good six card suit or distributional 

 

It is now generally accepted that the opponents are more frequent with weak 

jumps. Therefore with 16 or 17 points, it is still better to overcall and get your suit 

in at a low level. Partner is more likely to compete when the suit is known. 

 

 

 

 

  



Examples 

Your right hand opponent bids 1, would you double with the following? 

   AJ109   AJ109   AJ    AJ109   A3 

   KQ65   KQ65   KQ65   KQ65   AKJ105 

   QJ109   ---    QJ108   KJ10   Q4 

   3    J10983   J109   K9    K932 

 No  Yes  No  No (1NT) No (bid 1) 

  

 

 

 

Examples 

 

1 Dbl 2 ??? 

  KQJ104   J10    KQJ105   AJ109   A3 

   3    KQ65   6532   Q652   984 

   10932   1053   2    10983   KQ43 

   1087   J1098   J109   9    KQJ10  

 2  P  2  Dbl  3NT 


